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Abstract. This paper studies the relative proof complexity of variations of a tableau method for Boolean
circuit satisfiability checking obtained by restricting the use of the cut rule in several natural ways. The
results show that the unrestricted cut rule can be exponentially more effective than any of the considered
restrictions. Moreover, there are exponential differences between the restricted versions, too. The
results also apply to the Davis-Putnam procedure for conjunctive normal form formulae obtained from
Boolean circuits with a standard linear size translation.

1 Introduction
Propositional satisfiability checkers have been applied successfully to many interesting domains
such as planning [10] and model checking of finite state systems [2, 1]. The success builds on
recent significant advances in the performance of SAT checkers based both on stochastic local
search algorithms and on complete systematic search, see e.g. [14, 11].
Most successful satisfiability checkers assume that the input formulae are in conjunctive normal form (CNF). The reason for this is that it is simpler to develop efficient data structures and
algorithms for CNF than for arbitrary formulae. However, using CNF makes efficient modeling of
an application cumbersome. Therefore one usually employs a more general formula representation
and then transforms the formula into CNF by using a standard translation. This translation introduces a new variable for each Boolean connective in the formula, resulting in a linear size CNF
translation.
In this paper we study satisfiability checking methods for Boolean circuits. Boolean circuits
are interesting because they allow for a compact and natural representation in many domains as
the representation can be simplified by sharing common subexpressions and by preserving natural
structures and concepts of the domain. A tableau method that works directly with Boolean circuits
has been developed [9]. It can be seen as a lifting of the Davis-Putnam procedure for CNF to
Boolean circuits. Instead of standard (cut free) tableau techniques it employs a direct cut rule combined with deterministic (non-branching) deduction rules. The aim is to achieve high performance
and to avoid some computational problems in cut free tableaux [5].
The efficiency of a typical Davis-Putnam method based SAT checking system depends on (i)
the applied search space pruning techniques (e.g. non-branching deduction rules, non-chronological
backtracking and conflict-driven learning) and (ii) the splitting rule (i.e., on which gates the explicit
cut is applied). In this paper, we focus on the splitting/cut rule. The research problem is: How do
restrictions on the use of the cut rule effect the proof complexity in Boolean circuit satisfiability
 The financial support from Academy of Finland (project #53695) is

gratefully acknowledged.

checking based on tableaux? For instance, one may think that it is a good idea to restrict the cuts
to the input gates only as they determine the values of all other gates. Therefore, the search space
, would be
instead of  . This approach is
for a circuit with gates and input gates,
proposed, for example, in [15, 6]. However, our results show that doing so can, in the worst case,
result in exponentially larger proofs compared to the unrestricted cut rule. In addition to the input
gate restricted cuts, we study several other natural locality based restrictions of the cut rule, e.g.,
“top-down” cuts that are made only on the children of the already determined gates and “bottomup” cuts that can be applied on input gates and on the parents of the already determined gates. Our
results show that restricting the cut in any of the considered ways can result in exponentially larger
proofs than by applying the unrestricted cut. In addition, we show that there are also exponential
differences in the proof complexity between the restricted versions of the cut rule. Note that although this paper considers Boolean circuits and a tableau method for them in order to preserve
and exploit the structure of the problem, the results directly apply to SAT checkers for CNF formulae in the case the formulae are obtained from circuits by using the standard linear size translation.
This is because the Boolean propagation induced by the applied tableau rules corresponds to the
propagation induced by the unit-literal rule of the Davis-Putnam method for the clauses generated
by the translation.





2 Boolean Circuits
A Boolean circuit (see e.g. [12]) is an acyclic directed graph in which the nodes are called gates.
The gates can be divided into three categories1: (i) output gates with incoming edges but no outgoing edges; (ii) intermediate gates with both incoming and outgoing edges; and (iii) input gates
with outgoing edges but no incoming edges.
v and
A Boolean function is associated with each output and intermediate gate. An example of a Boolean circuit is shown in Figure 1.
In this circuit, and are input gates,
and intermedi- e or
or g
or h
f or
ate gates, and an output gate.
Formally, we present a Boolean circuit  with the set of gates
not
not
c
d
 as a set of equations of the form  
 , where
a
b
   and is a Boolean function. It is required that
Figure 1: A Boolean circuit.
in the set of equations, each   has at most one equation and
that the equations are non-recursive. Graphically, the Boolean circuit   
 
      
          is shown in Figure 1. For
a Boolean circuit  with the set of gates  , we denote the set of gates appearing in  by  . The
  
  .
edge relation for a Boolean circuit  is defined as    
A truth assignment for a Boolean circuit  is a function   
  . Assign   holds for each equation  
ment is consistent if      
  in
 . A constrained Boolean circuit    is a Boolean circuit  with the restrictions that the
gates in 
  are  and those in
  are . Here, we are interested in the
satisfaction problem for constrained Boolean circuits: given a constrained Boolean circuit, is there
a consistent truth assignment that respects the constraints? If such a consistent assignment exists,
it is called a satisfying truth assignment and the circuit is satisfiable. Otherwise the circuit is unsatisfiable. The satisfaction problem for constrained Boolean circuits is obviously
-complete.
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We do not consider circuits in which there are trivial gates with no edges (neither incoming nor outgoing).

For simplicity, we consider the class of Boolean circuits in which the following three types of
Boolean functions are allowed: (1)     iff is ; (2) 
    iff at
,
, is ; and (3) 



iff
all
,
least one  , 

, 
, are . It is straightforward to extend this class with additional Boolean functions such
as  and equivalence.

 



 

 

 

3 A Tableau Method for Boolean Circuits



We concentrate on a tableau method for Boolean circuit satisfiability checking we call
. The
method consists of the rules shown in Figure 2. It is a simplified version of the method
introduced in [9], where rules e.g. for  and equivalence are provided.




 




 






(a) The explicit cut rule





 



     
     

 



(f) “Down” rule for 






     

   

 






 




(d) “Down” rules for 

      
   




“(e) Up” rules for 

    

   

 

(c) “Up” rules for 

(b) Constant rules

    
   









      
     

 



(g) “Up” rules for  

     
   





(h) “Down” rule for  

      
    







(i) “Last undetermined child” rules for  and  

 for Boolean circuits.
Given a constrained Boolean circuit      , a -tableau for it is a tree such that the root
of the tree consists of the equations in  and the constraints; for each gate   , a  entry is
added, while for each   , a  entry is added. The other nodes in the tree are entries of the
form  or  , where   . The entries are generated by applying the rules in Figure 2 as in
the standard tableau method [4].
A branch in the tableau is contradictory if it contains both 
     
   
and  entries for a gate   . Otherwise, the branch is
   

  
open. A branch is complete if it is contradictory, or if there is

  
a  or a  entry for each    in the branch and the


Figure 2: Tableau method













branch is closed under the rules (b)–(i). A tableau is finished
if all the branches of the tableau are complete. A finished
tableau is closed if all of its branches are contradictory.
For each   , we say that the entry
( ) can be
deduced in the branch if the entry
( ) can be generated
-tableau for a
by applying rules (b)–(i) only. A closed
-refutation for the circuit.
constrained circuit is called a
As an example, for the circuit shown in Figure 1 with the
constraint that the output gate is , a
-refutation is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: A

-refutation.



We study variations of
in which we restrict the use of the explicit cut rule to certain types of

 be a constrained Boolean circuit. The considered variations of are the
gates. Let 
following.

 





 : Use of explicit cut is restricted to input gates (we call such cuts input cuts).
 : Use of explicit cut is restricted to output gates and those gates for which there exists
a  or a  entry in the branch and        (top-down cuts).
 : Use of explicit cut is restricted to input cuts and gates for which there exists a 
or a  entry in the branch and        (bottom-up cuts).
 : Use of explicit cut is restricted to input and top-down cuts.
 : Use of explicit cut is restricted to bottom-up and top-down cuts.
The  method and its variations are complete and sound proof systems for constrained










Boolean circuits in the sense that a complete open branch in a tableau for a circuit gives a satisfying
truth assignment for the circuit, and a closed tableau indicates that the circuit is unsatisfiable.

4 Proof Complexity and the Pigeon-Hole Principle







 
 



We use the notion of -simulation [3] to study the relative efficiency of proof systems. Let be a
proof system. The proof complexity (or complexity in short) of a proposition in is the minimum
of  , where is a -proof of and   the size2 of . For any two proof systems and ,
-simulates , denoted by
, if there exists a polynomial   such that, for
we say that
any , if there exists -proof for of size , then there exists a -proof for of size  . The
holds but
does not, we write  . If neither
relation is transitive. If
nor
holds, we write  .
An example of a propositional formula with high proof complexity in many proof systems is
the pigeon-hole principle  
 [8]. It can be formalized as a set of clauses as follows:
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 ¼ are defined as  

where the clauses  and 

   and ¼      ¼  , and each
 is a Boolean variable  with the interpretation “    if and only if the  pigeon sits
, 
in the  hole”. When
 is obviously unsatisfiable.

For resolution [13], it was first proven by Haken [7] that the
proof complexity of   is exponential w.r.t. .
 

We define the size of a refutation in
and its variations as

the number of nodes in the closed tableau. As an example, the

size of the
-refutation shown in Figure 3 is 14. The obviFigure
4:
Obvious
ordering
of variaand its variations based on the -simulation
ous ordering of
tions
of

.
relation is shown in Figure 4.
We denote the canonical Boolean circuit representation 3 of a set of clauses by  . As an

example, for 
         , the circuit representation 
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Defining the size of a proof depends highly on the type of a proof system considered.
The canonical representation is obvious; each variable induces an input gate, each negated variable and each
clause an intermediate / gate, and the set of clauses itself an output   gate.
3

 





is shown in Figure 1. By
  we denote   with the constraint that the output gate of  
is . It is not hard to show that, given any set of clauses that is unsatisfiable and a
  of size , we can construct a tree-like resolution refutation for of size
refutation for
 . Thus we have the following theorem, which obviously applies to the restricted variations of
as well.






 









Theorem 4.1 The complexity of





  for





 is exponential w.r.t. .

5 Relative Efficiency of Restricted Cuts





In this section we prove negative -simulation results between
and its variations. First we
define some circuit constructs we call gadgets that are used in the proofs. We call 





shown in Figure 1 the UNSAT gadget. Similarly, we call    the  gadget. Ob

viously,
  and   are unsatisfiable. The structure of the TD gadget is
shown in Figure 5(a), and the structure of the XOR gadget in Figure 5(b). In the XOR gadget
we denote by  the construct shown in Figure 5(c), i.e., the logical  function.
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Figure 5: (a) The TD gadget, (b) the XOR gadget, and (c) the logical  function as a Boolean
circuit.





and its restricted variations,
We now show that each pair of the -simulation orderings of
shown in Figure 4, is actually proper. The following theorems yield a complete classification of
these systems based on relative proof complexity.
Theorem 5.1

   .




Proof sketch. Consider the family of circuits shown in Figure 6 with the
v and
output gate constrained to . Any such circuit is obviously unsatisUNSATa,b
a and
and b
fiable. For
by
 we can construct a constant size refutation w.r.t.
n+1
n+1
PHPn
PHPn
applying the cut rule first on both of the input gates representing variables



in some clause of type ¼ in the leftmost   gadget and then on gate Figure 6: The circuit
for Theorems 5.1 and
, after which every branch can be closed as seen in Figure 3.
5.2.
Notice that to generate a refutation we need to reach the UNSAT gadget,
i.e., it is impossible to generate a contradiction in all the branches of a refutation without having
an entry for some of the gates in the UNSAT gadget in the tableau. From
we can deduce
,
,
, and
, but nothing else. In
 , when applying the cut rule contradiction can be









  







  




achieved only in the PHP part or by deducing ,
, , or
by starting from the input gates


and propagating the deduction through the PHP part. As   is unsatisfiable, it is impossible
to deduce
or . Now assume that there exists a
 -refutation of polynomial size w.r.t. for
this circuit. Given such a refutation, it would be easy to construct a
 -refutation of polynomial


 . This contradicts Theorem 4.1.

size w.r.t. for

 



Theorem 5.2
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Proof sketch. Consider the family of circuits shown in Figure 6 with the constraint that the output
gate is , making any such circuit unsatisfiable. For
 we can construct a constant size
refutation by applying the cut rule on gate and then on gate . For
 , all
 -refutations will
be of exponential size w.r.t. as shown in the proof of Theorem 5.1.




Theorem 5.3
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v and
Proof sketch. Consider the family of circuits shown in Figure 7 with the
constraint that the output gate is . Any circuit in the family is obviTDn
vn+1 and
and wn+1
ously unsatisfiable. For
we
can
construct
a
refutation
of
size




UNSATa ,b
UNSATa ,b
by first applying the cut rule on gates
 and  . Then we can deduce  and
in a Figure 7: The circuit
 in every branch, after which we can deduce
for Theorem 5.3.
straightforward manner.
Notice that to generate a refutation we need to reach the UNSAT gadgets, as in the proof of Theimplies
or
, but we cannot deduce one or the other. Thus we must apply
orem 5.1.
in
. Consider the branch in which
the cut rule on either or
 . Assume that we cut on
we have
(notice the symmetry). Due to  
 we must have
. Then from
 
 we deduce
and
in the branch. In the branch where we have
using
the “down” rule for  we deduce
and
. Nothing else can be deduced. By induction on ,
we must use the cut rule on either  or  . By increasing the number of TD gadgets by one, the
number of times the cut rule is applied also increases by one, doubling the number of branches in
the tableau. After reaching  , from  we will have  or
 in every branch. This leads
to contradiction in one of the UNSAT gadgets (this is shown in Figure 3). Every
 -refutation

will thus be of exponential size w.r.t. .







  















 
 
 













Theorem 5.4
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Proof sketch. Consider the family of circuits shown in
Figure 8 with the constraint that the output gate is ,
making any such circuit unsatisfiable. For
 we
can construct a refutation of polynomial size w.r.t. by
applying the cut rule first on both of the input gates rep in each of
resenting variables in some clause of type 
¼


the  gadgets, and then on either one of the gates
, in each of the UNSAT gadgets.
 ,  , where 
Again, to generate a refutation we need to reach the UNSAT gadgets. With input cuts as the only cuts, this results
in a refutation of exponential size w.r.t. , as in the proof
of Theorem 5.1. With top-down cuts as the only cuts, we
are forced to apply the cut rule on at least one of the gates
on every level of the XOR gadgets and inductively dou-
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Figure 8: The circuit for Theorem 5.4.

ble the number of open branches on each level. This also results in a refutation of exponential size

w.r.t. .



Theorem 5.5
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v and
Proof sketch. Consider the family of circuits shown in Figure 9 with the
output gate constrained to , making any such circuit unsatisfiable.
UNSATa,b
a
+
+ b
For
 we can construct a constant size refutation by applying the cut
XOR n
XOR n
rule top-down as described in the proof of Theorem 5.2.
It is impossible to generate a refutation without reaching the UNSAT gad- Figure 9: The circuit
gets, as in the previous proofs. With bottom-up cut as the only cuts, after for Theorem 5.5.
applying the cut rule on a single  we cannot deduce anything (by symmetry we only discuss
one of the two XOR gadgets). Applying the cut rule on two gates on level we can deduce an
entry for at most one gate on level  . Inductively, applying the cut rule on gates on level
we can deduce an entry for at most   gates on level  . This approach results in a refutation
of exponential size w.r.t. .
After applying the cut rule on a single  on level , we could also apply the cut rule on any of
the gates on level   that is the parent of  . Then we can deduce an entry for the other child
of   , but nothing else. Now we could again apply the cut on any of the gates   on level
 that is the parent of  . Again, we can deduce an entry for the other child of   ,
but nothing else. Inductively, this approach also results in a refutation of exponential size w.r.t. .
All other approaches to climbing up the levels of the XOR gadget are combinations of these two
approaches, and will also results in refutations of exponential size w.r.t. .
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Theorem 5.6
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v
Proof sketch. Consider the family of circuits shown in Figure
+
10 with the output gate constrained to . Any such circuit
XOR n
a
a
we can construct a refutation of polyis unsatisfiable. For
and
and
nomial size w.r.t. by applying the cut rule on  ,  , and  ,
UNSAT
UNSAT

 , inductively on .
an+1
bn+1 a +
+ b
+ +
Again, to generate a refutation we need to reach the UNSAT
n
n
n
n
gadgets. With bottom-up cuts as the only cuts this results in a Figure 10: The circuit for Theorem
refutation of exponential size w.r.t. , as in the proof of Theorem 5.6.
5.5. With top-down cuts, this yields an exponential size refutation w.r.t. , similarly to the proof of

Theorem 5.4.
Finally, we have the following theorem for which the proofs are omitted. In the theorem, (a) is
established using the ideas in the proofs of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, (b) results from the approach in
the proofs of Theorems 5.3 and 5.5, and (c) from the approach in the proofs of Theorem 5.5 and
from a circuit which consists of the circuit shown in Figure 7 with PHP gadgets hanging from all
of the input gates of the UNSAT gadgets.
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Theorem 5.7 
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, the resulting ordering of  and its restricted variations based on the
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-simulation relation is shown in Figure 11.









6 Conclusions





In this paper we study the relative proof complexity of

several restricted versions of a tableau method for Boolean
  

circuits. Especially, we consider the natural cases (and
their combinations) in which (i) the cut rule can only be

applied on the input gates or (ii) the cut rule is applied in a
locality based manner either “top-down” starting from the

constraints or “bottom-up” starting from the input gates. Figure 11: Summary of -simulation relaWe show that the unrestricted use of the cut rule may yield tions between  and its restricted variations.
exponentially smaller proofs than any of the restrictions The relation     is omitted from
the picture for clarity.
considered. Moreover, there are exponential differences
in the efficiency between the restricted versions, too. The results indicate that it is preferable to
use less restricted cut rules in order to have as small proofs as possible. Obviously, the results
hold for extended classes of Boolean circuits if the set of rules involving , , and  gates
remains unchanged in the tableau method. The results also apply to the Davis-Putnam method
for conjunctive normal form formulae that are obtained from Boolean circuits by the standard
linear size translation. For instance, our results are in contradiction with a common intuition that
it is, in general, beneficial to restrict the splittings in a Davis-Putnam procedure to the variables
corresponding to the input gates only.
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